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In Materiaalkunde komen alle belangrijke materialen
die toegepast worden in werktuigbouwkundige
constructies aan de orde, zoals metalen,
kunststoffen en keramiek. Per materiaalgroep
behandelen de auteurs: · de belangrijkste
eigenschappen; · de manier van verwerking; · de
beperkingen; · de belangrijkste keuzeaspecten met
betrekking tot constructies; · de manier van
specificatie in een technische tekening of een
ontwerp. De eerste editie van Materiaalkunde
verscheen alweer dertig jaar geleden. In de
tussentijd is het voortdurend aangepast aan de
nieuwste ontwikkelingen en het mag dan ook met
recht een klassieker genoemd worden.
Modeling and High Performance Control of Electric
Machines introduces you to both the modeling and
control of electric machines. The direct current (DC)
machine and the alternating current (AC) machines
(induction, PM synchronous, and BLDC) are all
covered in detail. The author emphasizes control
techniques used for high-performance applications,
specifically ones that require both rapid and precise
control of position, speed, or torque. You'll discover
how to derive mathematical models of the machines,
and how the resulting models can be used to design
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control algorithms that achieve high performance.
Graduate students studying power and control as
well as practicing engineers in industry will find this a
highly readable text on the operation, modeling, and
control of electric machines. An Instructor's Manual
presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in
the book is available from the Wiley editorial
department. An Instructor Support FTP site is also
available.
A guide to drives essential to electric vehicles, wind
turbines, and other motor-driven systems Analysis
and Control of Electric Drives is a practical and
comprehensive text that offers a clear understanding
of electric drives and their industrial applications in
the real-world including electric vehicles and wind
turbines. The authors—noted experts on the
topic—review the basic knowledge needed to
understand electric drives and include the pertinent
material that examines DC and AC machines in
steady state using a unique physics-based
approach. The book also analyzes electric machine
operation under dynamic conditions, assisted by
Space Vectors. The book is filled with illustrative
examples and includes information on electric
machines with Interior Permanent Magnets. To
enhance learning, the book contains end-of-chapter
problems and all topics covered use computer
simulations with MATLAB Simulink® and Sciamble®
Workbench software that is available free online for
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educational purposes. This important book: Explores
additional topics such as electric machines with
Interior Permanent Magnets Includes multiple
examples and end-of-chapter homework problems
Provides simulations made using MATLAB
Simulink® and Sciamble® Workbench, free software
for educational purposes Contains helpful
presentation slides and Solutions Manual for
Instructors; simulation files are available on the
associated website for easy implementation A
unique feature of this book is that the simulations in
Sciamble® Workbench software can seamlessly be
used to control experiments in a hardware laboratory
Written for undergraduate and graduate students,
Analysis and Control of Electric Drives is an
essential guide to understanding electric vehicles,
wind turbines, and increased efficiency of motordriven systems.
This book fills the need for an up-to-date source of
information on how to connect, operate, adjust, and
take performance data on the entire field of electric
machinery. KEY TOPICS: It enables readers to
recognize, understand, analyze, specify, connect,
control and effectively apply the various existing
types of electric motors and generators.
This hallmark text on Power System Engineering has
been revised extensively to bring in several new
topics and update the contents with the latest
technological developments. The book now covers
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the complete undergraduate syllabus of Power
System Engineering course. All topics are supported
with examples employing two/three/four bus
structures.
The improvement of electrical energy efficiency is
fast becoming one of the most essential areas of
sustainability development, backed by political
initiatives to control and reduce energy demand.
Now a major topic in industry and the electrical
engineering research community, engineers have
started to focus on analysis, diagnosis and possible
solutions. Owing to the complexity and crossdisciplinary nature of electrical energy efficiency
issues, the optimal solution is often multi-faceted
with a critical solutions evaluation component to
ensure cost effectiveness. This single-source
reference brings a practical focus to the subject of
electrical energy efficiency, providing detailed theory
and practical applications to enable engineers to find
solutions for electroefficiency problems. It presents
power supplier as well as electricity user
perspectives and promotes routine implementation
of good engineering practice. Key features include: a
comprehensive overview of the different
technologies involved in electroefficiency, outlining
monitoring and control concepts and practical design
techniques used in industrial applications;
description of the current standards of electrical
motors, with illustrative case studies showing how to
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achieve better design; up-to-date information on
standarization, technologies, economic realities and
energy efficiency indicators (the main types and
international results); coverage on the quality and
efficiency of distribution systems (the impact on
distribution systems and loads, and the calculation of
power losses in distribution lines and in power
transformers). With invaluable practical advice, this
book is suited to practicing electrical engineers,
design engineers, installation designers, M&E
designers, and economic engineers. It equips
maintenance and energy managers, planners, and
infrastructure managers with the necessary
knowledge to properly evaluate the wealth of
electrical energy efficiency solutions for large
investments. This reference also provides interesting
reading material for energy researchers, policy
makers, consultants, postgraduate engineering
students and final year undergraduate engineering
students.
Electric Machines and DrivesWiley
Bulletin of Electrical Engineering and Informatics
(Buletin Teknik Elektro dan Informatika) ISSN:
2089-3191, e-ISSN: 2302-9285 is open to
submission from scholars and experts in the wide
areas of electrical, electronics, instrumentation,
control, telecommunication and computer
engineering from the global world. The journal
publishes original papers in the field of electrical,
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electronics, instrumentation & control,
telecommunication, computer and informatics
engineering. Table of Contents Study, Survey and
Analysis for Media Selection Rinal Harshadkumar
Doshi, Rajkumar A. Soni, Bijendra Agrawal,
Ravindra L. Naik 1-6 Literature Review of Permanent
Magnet AC Motors and Drive for Automotive
Application Rakesh Ghanshyamlal Shriwastava,
M.B. Diagavane, S.R. Vaishnav 7-14 Case Study:
Satisfying Skills Needed of Engineering Graduates
through a Course on Innovation Raj L Desai, M.
David Papendick 15-22 Designing a Secure Object
Oriented Software Using Software Security Life
Cycle Mohammad Obaidullah Bokhari, Mahtab Alam
23-28 Design And Implementation Of Error
Correcting Codes For Transmission in Binary
Symmetric Channel Victor N. Papilaya 29-36
Discrete Design Optimization of Small Open Type
Dry Transformers Raju Basak, Arabinda Das, Ajay
Sensarma, Amar Nath Sanyal 37-42 Super
Resolution Imaging Needs Better Registration for
Better Quality Results Varsha Hemant Patil, Kharate
G K, Kamlapur Snehal Mohan 43-50 A Secure
Image Encryption Algorithm Based on Hill Cipher
System S.K. Muttoo, Deepika Aggarwal, Bhavya
Ahuja 51-60 Solving Hashiwokakero Puzzle Game
with Hashi Solving Techniques and Depth First
Search Reza Firsandaya Malik, Rusdi Efendi, Eriska
Amrina Pratiwi 61-68
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Power Electronics: Devices, Circuits and Industrial
Applications would serve as an invaluable text for
undergraduate and postgraduate courses on power
electronics. It would also be a useful reference for
practicing design engineers. The book provides an
exhaustive coverage of various power electronic
devices with emphasis on the thyristor. The
characteristics of modern power semiconductor
devices like the power transistor, MOSFET and the
IGBT are also discussed. Other relevant topics like
cycloconverters, brushless DC motors,
microprocessor fundamentals, microprocessor
control of industrial equipment, and field-oriented
control of AC motors, are dealt with in detail. With its
in-depth presentation of topics, detailed and easy-tounderstand derivations, the emphasis of the book is
on the understanding of fundamental concepts. The
theory is well-supported by a large number of solved
and unsolved problems and multiple choice
questions. The lucid treatment in the book
encourages self-study and motivates the student
towards independent problem solving.
With nearly two-thirds of global electricity consumed
by electric motors, it should come as no surprise that
their proper control represents appreciable energy
savings. The efficient use of electric drives also has
far-reaching applications in such areas as factory
automation (robotics), clean transportation (hybridelectric vehicles), and renewable (wind and solar)
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energy resource management. Advanced Electric
Drives utilizes a physics-based approach to explain
the fundamental concepts of modern electric drive
control and its operation under dynamic conditions.
Author Ned Mohan, a decades-long leader in
Electrical Energy Systems (EES) education and
research, reveals how the investment of proper
controls, advanced MATLAB and Simulink
simulations, and careful forethought in the design of
energy systems translates to significant savings in
energy and dollars. Offering students a fresh
alternative to standard mathematical treatments of
dq-axis transformation of a-b-c phase quantities,
Mohan’s unique physics-based approach
“visualizes” a set of representative dq windings
along an orthogonal set of axes and then relates
their currents and voltages to the a-b-c phase
quantities. Advanced Electric Drives is an invaluable
resource to facilitate an understanding of the
analysis, control, and modelling of electric machines.
• Gives readers a “physical” picture of electric
machines and drives without resorting to
mathematical transformations for easy visualization •
Confirms the physics-based analysis of electric
drives mathematically • Provides readers with an
analysis of electric machines in a way that can be
easily interfaced to common power electronic
converters and controlled using any control scheme
• Makes the MATLAB/Simulink files used in
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examples available to anyone in an accompanying
website • Reinforces fundamentals with a variety of
discussion questions, concept quizzes, and
homework problems
The why, what and how of the electric vehicle
powertrain Empowers engineering professionals and
students with the knowledge and skills required to
engineer electric vehicle powertrain architectures,
energy storage systems, power electronics
converters and electric drives. The modern electric
powertrain is relatively new for the automotive
industry, and engineers are challenged with
designing affordable, efficient and high-performance
electric powertrains as the industry undergoes a
technological evolution. Co-authored by two electric
vehicle (EV) engineers with decades of experience
designing and putting into production all of the
powertrain technologies presented, this book
provides readers with the hands-on knowledge, skills
and expertise they need to rise to that challenge.
This four-part practical guide provides a
comprehensive review of battery, hybrid and fuel cell
EV systems and the associated energy sources,
power electronics, machines, and drives. The first
part of the book begins with a historical overview of
electromobility and the related environmental
impacts motivating the development of the electric
powertrain. Vehicular requirements for
electromechanical propulsion are then presented.
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Battery electric vehicles (BEV), fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEV), and conventional and hybrid
electric vehicles (HEV) are then described,
contrasted and compared for vehicle propulsion. The
second part of the book features in-depth analysis of
the electric powertrain traction machines, with a
particular focus on the induction machine and the
surface- and interior-permanent magnet ac
machines. The brushed dc machine is also
considered due to its ease of operation and
understanding, and its historical place, especially as
the traction machine on NASA’s Mars rovers. The
third part of the book features the theory and
applications for the propulsion, charging, accessory,
and auxiliary power electronics converters. Chapters
are presented on isolated and non-isolated dc-dc
converters, traction inverters, and battery charging.
The fourth part presents the introductory and applied
electromagnetism required as a foundation
throughout the book. • Introduces and holistically
integrates the key EV powertrain technologies. •
Provides a comprehensive overview of existing and
emerging automotive solutions. • Provides
experience-based expertise for vehicular and
powertrain system and sub-system level study,
design, and optimization. • Presents many examples
of powertrain technologies from leading
manufacturers. • Discusses the dc traction machines
of the Mars rovers, the ultimate EVs from NASA. •
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Investigates the environmental motivating factors
and impacts of electromobility. • Presents a
structured university teaching stream from
introductory undergraduate to postgraduate. •
Includes real-world problems and assignments of
use to design engineers, researchers, and students
alike. • Features a companion website with
numerous references, problems, solutions, and
practical assignments. • Includes introductory
material throughout the book for the general
scientific reader. • Contains essential reading for
government regulators and policy makers. Electric
Powertrain: Energy Systems, Power Electronics and
Drives for Hybrid, Electric and Fuel Cell Vehicles is
an important professional resource for practitioners
and researchers in the battery, hybrid, and fuel cell
EV transportation industry. The book is a structured
holistic textbook for the teaching of the fundamental
theories and applications of energy sources, power
electronics, and electric machines and drives to
engineering undergraduate and postgraduate
students. Textbook Structure and Suggested
Teaching Curriculum This is primarily an engineering
textbook covering the automotive powertrain, energy
storage and energy conversion, power electronics,
and electrical machines. A significant additional
focus is placed on the engineering design, the
energy for transportation, and the related
environmental impacts. This textbook is an
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educational tool for practicing engineers and others,
such as transportation policy planners and
regulators. The modern automobile is used as the
vehicle upon which to base the theory and
applications, which makes the book a useful
educational reference for our industry colleagues,
from chemists to engineers. This material is also
written to be of interest to the general reader, who
may have little or no interest in the power electronics
and machines. Introductory science, mathematics,
and an inquiring mind suffice for some chapters. The
general reader can read the introduction to each of
the chapters and move to the next as soon as the
material gets too advanced for him or her. Part I
Vehicles and Energy Sources Chapter 1
Electromobility and the Environment Chapter 2
Vehicle Dynamics Chapter 3 Batteries Chapter 4
Fuel Cells Chapter 5 Conventional and Hybrid
Powertrains Part II Electrical Machines Chapter 6
Introduction to Traction Machines Chapter 7 The
Brushed DC Machine Chapter 8 Induction Machines
Chapter 9 Surface-permanent-magnet AC Machines
Chapter 10: Interior-permanent-magnet AC
Machines Part III Power Electronics Chapter 11 DCDC Converters Chapter 12 Isolated DC-DC
Converters Chapter 13 Traction Drives and Threephase Inverters Chapter 14 Battery Charging
Chapter 15 Control of the Electric Drive Part IV
Basics Chapter 16 Introduction to Electromagnetism,
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Ferromagnetism, and Electromechanical Energy
Conversion The first third of the book (Chapters 1 to
6), plus parts of Chapters 14 and 16, can be taught
to the general science or engineering student in the
second or third year. It covers the introductory
automotive material using basic concepts from
mechanical, electrical, environmental, and
electrochemical engineering. Chapter 14 on
electrical charging and Chapter 16 on
electromagnetism can also be used as a general
introduction to electrical engineering. The basics of
electromagnetism, ferromagnetism and
electromechanical energy conversion (Chapter 16)
and dc machines (Chapter 7) can be taught to
second year (sophomore) engineering students who
have completed introductory electrical circuits and
physics. The third year (junior) students typically
have covered ac circuit analysis, and so they can
cover ac machines, such as the induction machine
(Chapter 8) and the surface permanent-magnet ac
machine (Chapter 9). As the students typically have
studied control theory, they can investigate the
control of the speed and torque loops of the motor
drive (Chapter 15). Power electronics, featuring nonisolated buck and boost converters (Chapter 11),
can also be introduced in the third year. The finalyear (senior) students can then go on to cover the
more advanced technologies of the interiorpermanent-magnet ac machine (Chapter 10).
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Isolated power converters (Chapter 12), such as the
full-bridge and resonant converters, inverters
(Chapter 13), and power-factor-corrected battery
chargers (Chapter 14), are covered in the power
electronics section. This material can also be
covered at the introductory postgraduate level.
Various homework, simulation, and research
exercises are presented throughout the textbook.
The reader is encouraged to attempt these exercises
as part of the learning experience. Instructors are
encouraged to contact the author, John Hayes,
direct to discuss course content or structure.
Complex systems are pervasive in many areas of
science. With the increasing requirement for high
levels of system performance, complex systems has
become an important area of research due to its role
in many industries. Advances in System Dynamics
and Control provides emerging research on the
applications in the field of control and analysis for
complex systems, with a special emphasis on how to
solve various control design and observer design
problems, nonlinear systems, interconnected
systems, and singular systems. Featuring coverage
on a broad range of topics, such as adaptive control,
artificial neural network, and synchronization, this
book is an important resource for engineers,
professionals, and researchers interested in applying
new computational and mathematical tools for
solving the complicated problems of mathematical
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modeling, simulation, and control.
Mohan's Electric Machines and Drives is part of a
three-book series designed for the power sequence
electives on Electrical Engineering. The book
focuses on power topics including advances in
hybrid-electric cars and alternative energy systems,
coupled with severe environmental problems
associated with hydrocarbon-based fuels. The text
builds off Mohan's successful MNPERE titles and
adopts a systems approach.
This hallmark text on Power System Engineering
provides the readers a comprehensive account of all
key concepts in the field. The book includes latest
technology developments and talks about some
crucial areas of Power system, such as
Transmission & Distribution, Analysis & Stability, and
Protection & Switchgear. With its rich content, it
caters to the requirements of students, instructors,
and professionals.
Author Ned Mohan has been a leader in EES
education and research for decades. His three-book
series on Power Electronics focuses on three
essential topics in the power sequence based on
applications relevant to this age of sustainable
energy such as wind turbines and hybrid electric
vehicles. The three topics include power electronics,
power systems and electric machines. Key features
in the first Edition build on Mohan's successful
MNPERE texts; his systems approach which puts
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dry technical detail in the context of applications; and
substantial pedagogical support including PPT's,
video clips, animations, clicker questions and a lab
manual. It follows a top-down systems-level
approach to power electronics to highlight
interrelationships between these sub-fields. It's
intended to cover fundamental and practical design.
This book also follows a building-block approach to
power electronics that allows an in-depth discussion
of several important topics that are usually left.
Topics are carefully sequenced to maintain
continuity and interest.
This comprehensive text describes a wide variety of
practical and emerging power electronic coverters
made feasible by the new generation of power
semiconductor devices. Presents fundamentals of
converter design and addresses the interactions
among the utility source, power electronic
converters, and the load. Describes terminal
characteristics of power semiconductor devices,
shows how to optimize the interface of power
electronics equipment, and includes unique
coverage of resonant converters, switching power
supplies, and motor drives. Contains many examples
and problems.
This fully updated textbook provides complete coverage of
electrical circuits and introduces students to the field of
energy conversion technologies, analysis and design.
Chapters are designed to equip students with necessary
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background material in such topics as devices, switching
circuit analysis techniques, converter types, and methods of
conversion. The book contains a large number of examples,
exercises, and problems to help enforce the material
presented in each chapter. A detailed discussion of resonant
and softswitching dc-to-dc converters is included along with
the addition of new chapters covering digital control, nonlinear control, and micro-inverters for power electronics
applications. Designed for senior undergraduate and
graduate electrical engineering students, this book provides
students with the ability to analyze and design power
electronic circuits used in various industrial applications.
This book covers a brief history of electricity, fundamentals of
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields, torque generation,
magnetic circuits and detailed performance analysis of
transformers and rotating machines. It also discusses the
concept of generalised machine which can emulate the
dynamic and steady state performance of DC and AC
machines. To serve the specific applications of drive systems
in industries, many new types of motors are developed in the
last few decades. A separate chapter on ‘Special Machines’
is included in this book so that the students should be made
aware of these new developments. The book covers the
syllabi of many universities in India for a course in Electrical
Machines. Therefore, this book would serve the needs of the
undergraduate students of Electrical Engineering.
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